
“Living a dream that seemed impossible as a KID!”

In this Masters Special Feature,  we talk to Paul Tattersall about his 
motorsport adventures, favourite racing memories and his racing 
journey with Masters.

PAUL Tattersall
Driver in the Masters Racing Legends Series for F1 cars
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His first historic outing came more than 20 years ago, but Paul Tattersall’s racing adventures have been up and 
down ever since, with large gaps in his active career. Happily, he’s been a big part of the Masters Racing Legends 
grid for F1 cars for the past four years now and has no plans to go away. We spoke to Paul at the 2021 Algarve 
Classic Festival.

What got you into historic motor racing?
“One of my oldest and closest friends is Steve Hartley. I’ve known him since we were teenagers. In the late 
nineties, even though I helped him with his race cars I had never gone to a race. This was still in the days of 
Thoroughbred Grand Prix, and once I went along, I was absolutely captivated by the noise and the colours. 
There was such an electric atmosphere. I remember really clearly, standing on the pit wall, watching the cars 
come out for the first time. Like most kids, I saw F1 on TV and never imagined seeing it for real. And this wasn’t 
anything like watching TV. These were the actual cars; this was a living museum!”

“Steve drove the Arrows A6 at the time and also had the Ensign that I now own, but it was in pieces. The 
company I was working for was on a bonus scheme and I knew I was going to get a fairly substantial bonus. 
Steve was selling the Ensign in 1999 and said I could have it for the same price he had offered to a German 
who was interested. The Ensign was the first racing car that I bought! It was about living a dream that seemed 
impossible as a kid. But I didn’t even have a license, so I bought a Formula Ford in order to learn…”
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“I brought the
car home and 

started running
it myself”

Your first-ever Masters event?
“My first race was at Monza in 2001, and that was just fantastic. I raced for two seasons and then ran out of 
money. I had spent everything. Then I was made redundant and just had to stop. People said to me that I should 
sell the car but it was the greatest motivation to keep it. So eventually in 2011, I was working again and had 
started to get some income, and I asked Darren at Mirage Engineering if he would start restoring and rebuilding 
the car. But then I was made redundant again, so Darren had to stop what he had started! So, then I decided to 
start a business for myself because now I wanted to take things into my own hands. In 2016, I finally got going 
with the car again, and then Zandvoort in 2017 was my very first Masters weekend.”

“The car looked immaculate. I had Simon Hadfield come up to me to say that it looked just fantastic, which was 
lovely to hear. I qualified 13th, and then on the first lap… well, we all know what happened with David Ferrer. 
I lost the right front end when I went into the barriers after getting hit by the March’s front section. The wheel 
came off and only nearly missed my head. So, the absolutely immaculate car was destroyed but, in reality, that 
was nothing compared to the loss of David. I later ran number 20 out of respect for David.”

“I then came back at Estoril, still in 2017. Darren and the Mirage Team did a fantastic job repairing the car as it 
was important to get it out quickly, and I’ve been with Masters ever since. But I don’t have a big budget. In 2018 
I did a full season but in 2019 my funds were limited, and then in 2020 Covid struck. My budget was shot so I 
brought the car home and started running it myself, apart from the engine and gearbox. And this year we’ve got 
it going well and I have been to most of the races.”
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In it to win it – or just for fun?
“I would love to win it, who wouldn’t? But I enjoy it every time, and if I get quicker and improve every time, 
that’s good. But then, today I started 12th and finished 12th but am I upset? No, I’m happy. I’m actually happiest 
when I have someone to battle with. Some people have a natural talent and I don’t believe I have that. And 
because I’m running and fixing the car myself, I can’t completely detach myself from the technical issues that 
come up during the race. Most of all, it’s a mega privilege to do this. I remember at Zandvoort lining up next to 
Chris MacAllister’s Lotus 49 in 2017 and thinking, wow, this is the actual car in which Jim Clark took the first 
Cosworth DFV to win 50 years ago. And on my first time at Monza, I passed Niki Lauda’s Ferrari – not with Niki 
in it, of course…”

Your best day in motor racing?
“It has to be finishing my first race at Monaco – in the rain. Just the elation of finishing that race. Before the race, 
Derek Bell was doing a demo, and I was there worrying about doing a wet race at Monaco. So, I asked Derek 
for advice. Derek responded with something casual at first because I didn’t look like a racing driver to him, so 
I asked again. Then he said, you need to ask this guy. With a deadpan face, Jacky Ickx’s advice was “Don’t get 
in the car...!”

Your worst day in motor racing?
“Zandvoort in 2017, surely. It was the saddest occasion, wasn’t it, because of what happened. But for me, it was 
a very lucky day because I survived it.”

“I didn’t look like a racing driver to him”
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The damned Ensign!
Your favourite car?
“The Ensign! I do have an F2 Brabham which is lovely, but the Ensign is a lovely car to drive. If I had the money, 
I would buy a McLaren M23, which has always been my dream car. As a kid, I would build Tamiya models, and 
I consider the Ensign my full-scale model. If you put a determined and fast driver in the car, it would be really 
competitive. Martin Stretton tested it at Donington in 2021 and said he’d be happy to race it.”

And the worst car you’ve ever driven?
“The damned Ensign! What is interesting about the car is that back in the day it appeared in 11 races, and was 
mostly a disaster, if it even qualified. It had four different versions of bodywork, including the infamous nose-
radiator version which they did because the car still had side tanks and they wanted to maximise the little 
amount of ground effect that it had. The chassis still has the holes in it for the cooling pipes. When we restored 
it, we put it back in Monaco style because that was the prettiest.”

Your favourite circuit?
“That is a difficult one. No question that the most fantastic circuit is Spa, but to do Monaco, it’s just so special. 
But now my second favourite circuit is Jerez! That was fantastic – it just flowed.”
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Why doesn’t Masters go to…?
“Monza! Before I knew Jerez, I would have picked Monza as my second favourite circuit. It’s the history, the 
atmosphere, the Italians… and I did my very first race there. Monza for me is the big gap in the calendar.”

The rival you fear or respect the most?
“I don’t think I have one. But I’m finding that I’m getting quicker, so I hope I’ll one day have a regular rival to fight with.”

Your best mate in the paddock?
“Well, Steve Hartley, obviously. But everybody’s lovely. Mark Hazell is great, Steve Brooks is a really nice guy, 
and Jamie Constable is wonderfully laid back and relaxed. There’s a nice atmosphere at Masters and a lot of 
respect on the track. Racing is as much about the friendship as it is about the cars. But my actual best friends in 
the paddocks are the mechanics, they are all great. I live with the mechanics more than the drivers…”

“Racing is as much about  
 the friendship as it is  
 about the cars”
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